A cloud is an accumulation or grouping of tiny water droplets and ice crystals that

There are five factors that can lead to air rising and cooling and clouds forming.

are suspended in the earth atmosphere.

- Surface heating

Clouds are formed when the air becomes saturated or filled, with water vapour.

- Orographic barrier

The warm air holds more water vapour than cold air.

- Fronts

They play different roles in the climate system like being the bright objects in the

- Convergence

visible part of the solar spectrum, they efficiently reflect light to space and thereby

- Turbulence

helps in the cooling of the planet.

causes clouds to form
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Cloud

Cirrus
Types of Cloud

They are detached clouds in the form of white, delicate filaments, mostly white
There are different types of Clouds. They differ from each other in size, shape, or colour.
There are four basic cloud categories observed in our atmosphere –
- Cirrus
- Cumulus
- Stratus
- Nimbus

patches or narrow bands.
Cirrus clouds are formed at high altitudes of 8,000 – 12,000m.
Cirrus clouds are always composed of ice crystals, and their transparent character
depends upon the degree of separation of the crystals.
Before sunrise and after sunset, cirrus is often coloured bright yellow or red.

Detached, generally dense clouds and with sharp outlines that develop vertically

A generally grey cloud layer with a uniform base which may, if thick enough, produce

in the form of rising mounds, domes, or towers with bulging upper parts
often resembling a cauliflower.

drizzle, ice prisms, or snow grains.
Stratus clouds are horizontal.

They are formed at a height of 4,000 - 7,000 m.

Stratus clouds are stratified or layered clouds covering big portions of the sky.

They exist in patches and can be seen dispersed here and there.

These clouds are usually formed due to the mixing of air masses with various temperatures

They have a flat base.

or due to loss of heat.
The presence of stratus clouds means chilly, overcast day.
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Cloud

Nimbus

Nimbus clouds are black or dark gray.
Nimbus clouds are usually formed at lower altitudes.
These are extremely dense and opaque to the rays of the sun.
The colour of Nimbus clouds is usually black or dark grey.
These types of clouds usually cause heavy rainfall and thunderstorms.

Importance of cloud

Clouds are needed for rains or snow.
During the nights, clouds reflect heat to the earth and keep the temperature warm.
During the day, clouds help in keeping the temperature cooler by shielding the sunlight.
Researching and studying clouds helps in understanding weather and climate.

